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heavy duty sewing – handbook in the 
making and sewing of bags and other stuff
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Heavy duty sewing is about, with needle and thread, a sewing 
machine and using stiff materials, making one’s own practical, 
hardwearing functional objects such as rucksacks, bags and tool 
cases. The book is aimed at all practised home sewers who are keen 
to try something new, but perhaps above all at those who find 
the idea of sewing fun but may not have come up with a suitable 
project, or never even used a sewing machine before.

The book explains the basics in making textile products, such as 
suitable materials to use, equipment and work techniques. In 
the process we learn all about leather and how to repair our own 

belongings. The techniques are then put into practice, in the ten projects in 
the book, for countryside, town and travel, for example hiking rucksacks, tool 
cases, vanity bags and aprons.

There is no difficult stitching here; it simply demands some patience and 
attention to detail. It’s amazingly good fun and will result in attractive, useful 
objects. Welcome to heavy-duty sewing!
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